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INTRODUCTION
Our world thrives on thousands of kinds of diversity — creatures, habitats, biomes, plants, microorganisms, races,
religions, experiences, preferences. Business and finance thrive on diversity, too, and though the value it brings has often
gone unrecognized, the world of finance is waking up to it — slowly, but surely.
The simplest way to understand the value of diversity in business and finance is in terms of group decision-making.
Groups that bring multiple points of view, different experiences and diverse skills to the task are usually able to make
better decisions than more homogeneous groups, which are often subject to the perils of groupthink. Over and over,
the value of diversity in the quality and thoroughness of decision-making has been proved, including in financial and
corporate decision-making.

EVIDENCE ON THE VALUE OF DIVERSITY
There is a great deal of evidence that simply having diversity in decision-making groups such as boards and
management teams is positively correlated with better financial performance. While gender diversity has been studied
more often, and in more depth, than racial or ethnic diversity, there is evidence that all diversity has value.
Overall, that value is enormous. Full economic equality for women could boost1 global gross domestic product (GDP) by $28
trillion by 2025, while closing the racial wealth gap in the United States alone could boost GDP by 4-6% by 2028 ($822 – 1.23
trillion, in terms of 2020 GDP) and by trillions more globally. 2 Those GDP gains are often signals of financial gains as well.
But it’s not just a matter of a rising GDP lifting all the financial boats. Even at the company level, diversity is often
correlated with outperformance. For example, The Wall Street Journal reported in 2019 that the 20 most diverse
companies in the S&P 500 Index — based on representation of women, age and ethnic diversity, and the presence
of diversity programs — had better operating results than the lowest-scoring firms, as well as superior share price
performance. 3 (Figure 1) The WSJ report noted that some of the outperformance may be an outcome of the fact that
companies that really embrace diversity may have an easier time attracting and retaining talent. It can cost 20% of
annual salary to replace a midlevel position ($30,000 – $50,000 in annual salary), and more than 200% of annual salary
to replace executive positions.4

FIGURE 1: Diversity and the Market
The stocks of companies that score well in diversity have outperformed low scorers.
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Further, multiple sources document that both sexism and racism in the workforce can prove corrosive to morale, job
attitudes, worker retention, productivity and, ultimately, stock price and financial performance. 5 One recent study
documented that sexual harassment in the U.S. alone was costly: A portfolio of firms in the top 1-5% ranked by Glassdoor
in terms of their reported sexual harassment incidents lost an average of $0.9 billion to $2.2 billion per year compared
with peers. Higher numbers of reports of sexual harassment were associated with lower operating productivity and
increased labor costs — possibly a result of higher turnover.6
Much has been written about board diversity, specifically, most of it focusing on gender diversity. That literature does
not have one general finding or trend; some studies find that board diversity is statistically correlated with various
measures of financial performance, and others do not. Some of that inconclusiveness in the overall literature may be a
result of what statisticians call endogeneity — that is, one of the variables being tested (e.g. the proportion of women
or minorities on a board) is not actually independent of the result being tested for (e.g., profitability). For example,
one recent paper points out that there may be some unobserved variable that affects for firm performance and board
diversity.7
Accordingly, that paper uses a different method, the control function, to try to avoid the endogeneity problem. The
authors found a positive correlation between gender diversity on corporate boards in the S&P 500 and return on assets,
and that the correlation was significant at the 1% level. That level is considered highly significant.
Another 2019 study established a causal link between board diversity and firms’ total factor productivity (TFP) by
looking into what happened to TFP after France implemented a board gender diversity quota in 2011. 8 While the rate of
growth of TFP declined in the initial year after the quota was implemented, the second year saw an increase in the rate of
growth of TFP that was significantly higher than the initial drop. The authors note these results illustrate the opportunity
costs associated with homogeneous boards.
Unlike the board diversity literature, new work on diversity in executive suites continues to show a strong tendency toward
an association between diversity and financial performance. McKinsey’s new study, “Diversity Wins,” shows that companies
with executive teams that have greater gender and ethnic diversity tend to be the better financial performers (Figure 2).9

FIGURE 2: The Business Case for Diversity in Executive Teams Remains Strong
The business case for diversity in executive teams remains strong.
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The relationship between gender balance in management and financial performance even holds in Japan, a nation that is
unique among developed countries for its lack of progress on many aspects of gender equality, including representation
of women in senior decision-making groups in companies. Despite the fact that women hold far fewer management
positions (at any level) than men, Japanese companies with more female managers still had higher sales growth and 30year average growth in return on equity.10 (Figure 3)

FIGURE 3: Comparison of Japanese Firms’ Performance by Female-Manager Ratios
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Past performance is no guarantee of future results.

Increasingly, the literature on diversity is moving away from simply correlating some measure of diversity with some
measure of financial performance and, instead, is focusing on how diversity might be related to other factors that are
also useful on financial markets.
For instance, one of the things investors value most is complete, honest reporting from corporations; without it, stock
markets can seriously misprice stocks and other securities. A recent paper showed that U.S. firms with more women
on their boards also provided more firm-specific information, making stock prices more informative to investors.11 As
the study’s authors put it, “Increased public disclosure price-protects uninformed investors and is likely to increase
confidence and encourage ownership by uninformed investors.”

RESILIENCE
As this paper is written, we’re amid what some have called twin viruses — COVID-19 and racism. Our economy has fallen
from one of its longest periods of growth in the postwar period to recession and record-high claims for unemployment
and drops in retail sales, all in less than half a year. We are also on the brink of another disaster — climate change —
which, like racism, is a long-term ball and chain to economic prosperity.
One thing that many have noticed during the recent crises is that more sustainable companies and sustainable funds
tend to better weather crises and downturns than does the average company or fund.12 They are more resilient, and thus
they can better protect their investors. There are many reasons behind this apparent link between sustainability and
resilience, and diversity is one of them.
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For instance, having more women on corporate boards is correlated with less overconfidence on the part of male CEOs.13
Confidence is a good thing; overconfidence — not so much. This can be particularly valuable during stressful times:
During the 2007-2009 period, the depth of the Great Recession, firms that had more female directors experienced
smaller drops in performance, and that, in turn, was attributed to a reduction of CEO overconfidence.
Another paper found the same effect — firms with more female directors had “significantly improved firm performance
during the Great Recession of 2008” — and attributed it to the fact that firms often need more monitoring and advice
during crises than under normal circumstances.14 Specifically, the authors found that a one-standard-deviation increase
in the percentage of female directors improved return on assets by 8.41% during the downturn, but they also noted that
the effect did not persist after the economy recovered.
McKinsey echoed this theme, finding that “as companies and their leaders navigate the (COVID-19) crisis itself and plan
their emergence from it, they will find that (inclusion and diversity) is an essential enabler of recovery, resilience and
reimagination.” 9
While recessions and pandemics can be crises for everybody, other crises can be more selective. One issue that has
affected several firms during the last few years is sexual harassment and discrimination exposed by the #TimesUp and
#MeToo movements. Many are familiar with what happened to the stock prices and corporate fortunes of some of the
more high-profile cases: Wynn Resorts, the Weinstein Company, Guess, CBS, Fox News and others.15 We are starting
to see the same thing happen with respect to racism. The most recent example is that of CrossFit, whose CEO’s racist
remarks have caused gyms and other brands to quickly sever relationships with the company.16
Beyond individual examples, there is evidence that involvement in scandals like these can prove costly. As the #MeToo
movement picked up steam in 2017, firms with higher percentages of women among their top five executives earned
excess returns of 1.5% per highly paid female executive.17 The presence of more women among the top executives is
likely an indicator of a firm’s more ethical behavior toward women. A more specific inquiry into the effects of #MeToo
focused on the male‑dominated mutual fund industry. Looking at lawsuits and organizational changes to reduce sexual
harassment in that industry, the authors found that reducing or eliminating the threat of sexual harassment improved the
productivity of female fund managers. The authors postulate that the boost to productivity from removing the tension of
an environment of harassment would likely be found in other industries as well.18
Another recent paper takes an innovative approach to examining the impact of board and executive diversity on
corporate culture, looking into whether companies’ existing board composition “reflects a culture that embraces versus
excludes women.” Overall, the authors find that the average cumulative abnormal returns associated with a #MeToo
event are -4.45% for the 37 firms that experienced them. The firms in the sample were divided into those that were
inclusive of women (e.g., where women had strong presence on the board) and those that were exclusive (firms with
boards that were exclusively male). They found that the exclusive firms were far less likely to have women executives;
more than 77% of those companies also had no women executives, while only 40% of the companies with inclusive
boards had senior women executives. Importantly, companies in the exclusive (all-male teams) group experienced far
worse cumulative abnormal returns of -7.08% to #MeToo events, while the inclusive firms experienced a much lower
cumulative abnormal return of -1.50% during #MeToo events. Notably, these returns measured investors’ expectations
that a firm could have such an event; most of the firms in the sample didn’t have any actual public allegations of
harassment. But investors’ reactions when those events did occur were significantly less negative for firms with women
directors and executives than they were for those whose leadership was all-male. Investors may not know for certain
what company cultures are, but they do see the presence (or absence) of women in leadership groups as indicative of
those cultures, and their likelihood of being involved in a sexual harassment scandal.19
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Any kind of misconduct can leave a financial crater, of course. The effect isn’t limited to sexual misconduct. Having
more women on boards of directors is also associated with more thorough monitoring and diligence, and that can also
be helpful in reducing transgressions of many different sorts. For instance, European banks with a higher proportion of
women on their boards also had a lower incidence of financial misconduct fines for activities such as tax evasion, money
laundering, market manipulation and fraud. 20
Default is also, for the firm involved and its investors, a crisis. A 2019 study of more than 80,000 Spanish companies
showed that while female entrepreneurs were significantly less likely than males to get a bank loan in the year they
founded their firms, the difference disappeared as firms established financial track records. Notably, firms led by women
that did get loans in their founding year were significantly less likely to default on those loans compared with male-led
companies. 21

PROTECTING THE PLANET
Having more women in the decision-making room also seems to be good for the environment, and environmental impact
is also related to financial performance, especially as the world faces the global threat of climate change.
Like inequality, climate change is one of the most vexing problems confronting the global community. Importantly, there
is some synergy in the solutions to these problems. Having more women on boards in the United States was positively
and significantly correlated with renewable energy consumption between 2008 and 2016, according to European
Corporate Governance Institute research. 22 Like many other studies that show a critical mass of women on boards
contributes more to performance than tokenism, this work finds that it takes two or more women on boards before
we start to see the correlation with renewable energy consumption. There was at least a hint at causality, as well: The
company’s consumption of renewable energy was higher one year after the appointment of a female director, but not
for the appointment of a male director. Both board gender diversity and renewable energy consumption were positively
correlated with financial performance, using return on equity and Tobin’s Q23 as measures.
Another study examined Turkish companies’ board gender diversity and their reporting on climate change risks and
opportunities through CDP, formerly known as the Carbon Disclosure Project. While there was no relationship between
the overall presence of women on boards and CDP reporting, there was a significant positive relationship between the
presence of women on board committees, which the authors used as a proxy for effective involvement of women in
corporate governance. “These findings,” the paper states, “lend support to board reforms that aim to increase effective
representation of women on boards for the better management of sustainability risks and responsiveness to stakeholder
demands in countries where legislators are reluctant to introduce climate change reforms.”24

INNOVATION
In past discussions of the value of diversity to corporations, we’ve noted that increasingly studies are finding positive
links between diversity and innovation. The last two years have seen several new studies in this area.
The Womentum! paper from Bank of America Merrill Lynch1 put an interesting new spin on this idea by noting that
the total shareholder return of companies in which women have materially more patents (5x the average) significantly
outperformed the laggards, where women’s share of the patents was -3x the average (Figure 4). “More women in
innovation leads to greater shareholder returns” was how the paper summed things up. The Wall Street Journal’s piece,
“The Business Case for More Diversity,”3 noted that many of the companies in its Top 20 list of most diverse companies
noted that diversity helped fuel innovation.
Diversity may also deliver technological advantages to national economies. Bahar, Choudhury and Rapoport found that
migrants often take technological knowledge with them when they move to new countries, and that knowledge can
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contribute positively to the ability of their new home countries’ patenting and innovation, and subsequent technological
advantage. 25 This happens at a subnational level, as well, as a 2016 paper on LGBT-supportive policies showed. 26 Not
only did firms with LGBT-supportive policies perform better than those without such policies in terms of productivity
and profitability, the effect was especially pronounced in organizations with research and development activities.
LGBT‑supportive policies, the authors concluded, could help to increase companies’ competitive advantage.

FIGURE 4: Share of Patents by Women and Public Company Performance
Companies where women innovate materially more (patents’ share ~5x) outperformed the laggards by ~3x on
shareholder returns
Data of 100 most active firms in patents during the period 2011-15
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CONCLUSION
Diversity is a source of strength, innovation and productivity in the private sector, and that often shows up in financial
performance. The relationship between diversity and financial performance is supported by literature that is expanding
not only in depth, but in breadth, encompassing many more forms of diversity than gender alone, and expanding to
many measures of corporate prosperity beyond just profits.
That’s an important point. While we have long highlighted the financial benefits of diversity, we are by no means
advocating that only financial results matter. Diversity is something that is worth embracing for its own sake. There are
societies, past and present, that countenance the domination of some races by others, or the few over the many; we
cannot allow ours to be one of them. Not valuing diversity means not valuing each other, and that isn’t the foundation of
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a just and harmonious society any more than it is the foundation of a thriving business. We can and must do better than
that. Valuing diversity is something we need to embrace — as businesses, as investors, as fellow citizens and as citizens
of the global community.
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